The heart is peculiarly liable to become the seat of nervous disorders, for the three following reasons :-1. In the presence of emotional stress the heart is the organ that usually introduces itself most obviously and insistently to consciousness, for which reason it was long considered the originator and seat of the emotions, and even of temperament and character. Examine our language and it will be found that emotions, from of old and to the present day, are communicated in terms of heart, rarely of other organ. Thus, without any exhaustive search, are found such expressions as heart "in mouth" " quaked," " sank," "in boots," "lost," standing for fear; heart "broken," "torn," "rent," "sore," "heavy," " cried out," " eaten out," for grief and despair; "aching for," for pity; "warm," " full," " large,' "light," "lifted," "' leaping," for love and delight; "stout," "strong," "take heart," for bravery (certain primitives eat lions' hearts to acquire courage); " small," " hard," " cold," " black," " heartless,"
for cowardice and vice. The general expression "to take to heart" includes any persistent emotion. Is Again, we all come upon heart disease which will lead certainly to a fatal termination. It is then our duty to tell our opinion directly in the case of the responsible adult, and to the relatives concerned in the case of a child. But we ought to be mindful to avoid producing a "nerve-storm" which of itself may hasten the end; and so, when justifiable, we should relieve the mind of the spectre of sudden dleath, lest such a fear beget a reality ! I have known a nervous man to retire to his bed and determine to remain there, feeling worse than ever he had been, on the very day he had been able to take a considerable journey to consult a heart specialist who told him, truthfully but laconically, that he had grave heart disease. The patient took this as implying sudden death and soon, and concluded that bed would be the appropriate place for it, though the specialist had not ordered bed. The local doctor soon began to recognise that subjective symptoms were ensuing incompatible with the absence of increasing physical signs. I saw the patient, with his'doctor, when he had been six weeks in bed, educed the sudden death idea, and gave the considered opinion that gradual heart failure was the more likely. (e) A man serving in France used to get faint at the sight of an aeroplane in flight, enemy or our own. The same stimulus caused faintness on his return, and once he fainted on seeing a small cloud in an otherwise clear sky. Eventually he recalled a dream, from which he had awakened in terror, of an aeroplane flying at him with two weird projections from underneath it. Asked to draw it, he drew a plane with two obvious claws. Gazing at his drawing he suddenly was seized with fear as back to the surface gushed a threat that an old nurse used to administer when he was unkind to his younger brother, " I'll get an eagle to fly away with you." (f) A man would get faint when a cold wind blew on his face. Years before he had had an occupation in N.W. Canada, entailing long tramps over the snow by himself. At those times he was obsessed by the thought "if I were to faint and fall now, nothing could save me "-but he never did then.
(g) A lady was given to fainting in church and in thunderstorms. Closer investigation revealed that in church it was the words "descended into hell" that affected her. Thunderstorms were associated with a long forgotten picture of hell in which lightning and other horrors loomed largely. As a tiny child hell was her dread; her wish was to go to Heaven with her father for ever. ' The name of these cases is Legion; yet, perhaps, these instances will suffice to make my point as to the value of some psychological investigation, though they are far from models of what complete psycho-analyses should be. These patients were all psychoneurotics who turned up in the guise of " weak heart," who benefited by discontinuation of attention to that organ, through the realisation of the mental origin of their faints. 
